
THE CHANGE UP
The changeup has drastically less break than a curveball, the reason 
a hitter will hit it poorly will because of the speed change and 
subsequent timing disruption. A deceptive but dead-straight 
changeup can be throw right down the middle of the plate – a bad 
location – but won’t get hit hard because the hitter’s swing will be 
off-time.

When a pitcher learns to rely on changing speeds with straight 
pitches, he sees greater cause and effect, which teaches him to 
manipulate the strike zone for optimal timing disruption.

Pitchers who rely on changeups quickly learn that, for example, a 
hard fastball inside followed by a changeup away will disrupt the 
hitter more than other sequences. These lessons are unbelievably 
valuable in higher levels where hitters CAN hit breaking balls.

Additionally, what happens when that curveball isn’t working one 
day? Pitchers who are one-dimensional get killed when that one-
dimension doesn’t show up.

Do you know how to pitch when your best stuff isn’t working? Do you 
still know how to get outs when the curve has no bite and the 
change isn’t very good? Learning to manipulate pitch sequences, the 
sides of the plate and speed change is what allows good pitchers to 
win even when their stuff isn’t very good.

a quality changeup and the knowledge of how to use it will endure at 
all levels of baseball. And, when coupled with a quality breaking ball 
later on, the pitcher suddenly has the ability to exploit any hitter-
those who can’t hit speed changes, those who can’t hit crooked 
pitches, and the very best who can hit both individually, but not 
when combined.

There are a few conditions that result in more reliable 

hand action and spin application, which are made 
Condition 1: Pressure must be at the junction of the palm 
and fingers, not on the fingertips
We maximize lateral spin by forcing the ball to roll up 

the fingers before finally releasing off the fingertip. 

Changeups that start and leave from the fingertips do 

not gather as much spin, and often fly too straight or 

“flat.”

https://youtu.be/baLuDlKZDc4

https://youtu.be/baLuDlKZDc4


The reason a hitter will hit it poorly is because of the speed change 
and subsequent timing disruption. A deceptive but dead-straight 
changeup can be throw right down the middle of the plate – a bad 
location – but won’t get hit hard because the hitter’s swing will be off-
time.

When a pitcher learns to rely on changing speeds with straight pitches, he sees greater cause and effect, which 
teaches him to manipulate the strike zone for optimal timing disruption. Pitchers who rely on changeups quickly 
learn that, for example, a hard fastball inside followed by a changeup away will disrupt the hitter more than other 
sequences. 

. Condition 2: The ball must 
be held stable with as little 
pressure as possible
We need to think of 

“paintbrushing” the 

hand over the changeup.

But, we need to do this 

at a 100% intensity, 

which is difficult. So, we 

need a combination of 

the hand being as 

relaxed as possible while 

still being held securely. 

To do this, the thumb 

must be on the bottom.



The Key Three (Drills)

1. Knee Changeups - Simple drill for 25-30ft throws
Teaches spin without worrying about mechanics
Consistent spin = consistent speed & action
2. Square-Hips Drill - Good for 30-40ft
More freedom, but still restrictive (good thing)
Helps work on getting front-side closed
3. Rocker Drill - Great drill for 40-55ft
Integrates the whole body without stride
Teaches pitcher to use front and backside to
move chest toward plate

1. It Takes Time.  Developing any high-quality pitch takes time and effort. The harder 
you focus, and the more repetitions you get, the faster your changeup will progress.
2. MUST be Thrown in Games If you don’t trust the pitch enough to throw it In games, 
you’ll find yourself stuck in a loop where you don’t trust it enough to throw it in games, 
because you haven’t thrown it enough in games to trust it. JUST GO FOR IT!
3. A Relaxed Hand Is Key The grip I teach has thumb placement on the bottom. This 

allows the hand to stay very relaxed, to paint-brush spin onto the ball. Grip the ball 
as loosely as possible, as a tense hand won’t spin the ball well. 

Condition 3: Overall 
hand tension must be as 
low as possible.
A relaxed hand 

applies spin more 

fluidly and evenly, 

and allows the pitch 

to more closely 

resemble a fastball at 

release. A tense hand 

also tends to force 

the changeup into the 

ground, resulting in 

spiked changeups 

that are often the 

signature of 

beginners. Forcing 

the fingers down the 

sides of the baseball 

are one of a few 

culprits that cause 

undue hand tension.



* Young pitchers need to realize that due to spin of the ball creating
A drop/run action their focal point needs to change.
With a fastball you throw to the glove, with a change up the
Glove is where the Catcher wants it to land, a pitcher needs to 
Adjust his focal point so the ball ends  in the glove not starts there.

• Ball should be loose and  deep secure, if you use a grip that you have
to jam In your hand, it will be difficult to repeat consistently.
You want to get over the inside of the ball (pronate), like emptying
A can of Coke. His is the action that reduces speed and creates proper 
Spin creating sink and run.  No grip that allows competing fingers, to 
get the right Spin, your hand needs to be relaxed and working in tandem
to get over the inside of the ball.

It’s boring.  It’s not something

Kids visually see like a curveball.  Coaches’ need to make them throw it so

mmmThey develop properly.  Change ups take time but are effective in messing up
the timing of a hitter.  Don’t be lazy and throw the Little League crappy curve.

Condition 4: To 
accomplish the above, 
the thumb must be on 
the bottom of the 
baseball.
If the thumb cradles 

the ball from the 

bottom, the rest of 

the hand can be 

almost completely 

relaxed. If the 

thumb 

is not beneath the 

ball, as in the “circle 

change” grip, the 

fingertips will tense 

up to prevent the 

ball from simply 

falling out of the 

hand. Tension and 

fingertip pressure 

will result in the 

pitcher hooking the 

pitch into the 

ground more 

often.



Use simple drills with a partner to Isolate
the arm to isolate the hand at first
Focus on:
• Spin
• Control
• Then Command

Run = Arm side action (Pitcher’s view.  His throwing hand side).

Cut = Glove side action (Pitcher’s view. His Glove side)



Be patient! Don’t advance too fast.  Start slow at around 40-45 Feet and don’t progress until you 
are throwing 70% quality change ups at slow speeds.  If you move too fast and allow yourself to 
throw bad change ups you won’t progress.  Aim for 4 out of every 5 quality throws  Before 
adding speed and distance.  It’s about learning to control your body at progressively faster 
speeds.  The hardest thing is throwing at full speed with full game mechanics there are so many 
moving body parts.







2 Knees Drill                                  Square Hips                                      Rocker

Drills

1) I’m bouncing it too much = 1) Hold the ball deeper but relax fingertip pressure.  Make sure  the pressure is 
at the very bottom of the fingers.  2) Move your chest forward to the target. If your spinning you’ll hook 
your change up into the ground. 3) Raise your focal point.

2) I’m leaving it up in the zone = 1) Get out of your head. Your tensing up because you are over thinking.  2) 
Finish It ! If you baby it, it will end up in the zone.  Throw ANGRY!  3) Don’t Spin! (Body) Spinning will leave 
the arm lagging behind and throw your timing off.  Move your chest toward the plate more.

3) It’s not moving much =  1) Get to the top of it.  If you are just on the side of it you won’t apply as much 
good spin.  2) Get to the inside (It’s Flat) Pronate! Pour out the Coke can.  3) Finish It!  Finish it aggressively!

4) It’s too Hard =  1) You’re through the center of it. Pronate! Pour out the Coke can.   2) Stay closed Longer. If 
you rotate and open early you can’t get to the inside of the ball correctly to create the proper spin.  3) Check 
your Grip. Make sure it is deep and not out on your fingertips. Hold gently at the bottom of the finger where 
the palm meets.

5) Hitters are picking it up = 1) You’re babying it! Finish it hard!  2)  You’re not quite finishing it.  Finish it hard! 
3) You’re changing the tempo of your delivery.  Common.  Work hard in practice on your delivery.

6) I can’t throw it for strikes =  1) Improve your focal point. 2) Throw it more in bull pens!  3) Throw it more  
in catch and warm ups!  4) Throw it more in games!


